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Overview

• Proposal: Remove ambiguity in exchange catalogue model about 

the relationship between dataset discovery metadata and support 

file discovery metadata

• Proposal: Add alpha code to listed values in feature catalogue.

• Other proposals: Various clarifications, corrections, and filled gaps.
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1- Exchange catalogue

• The current exchange catalogue model is ambiguous about the 

location of metadata about support files in the exchange catalogue.

• Is the support file metadata block within the dataset metadata 

block, or is it referenced by the dataset metadata block?

• The conventional treatment of the association implies “within”, but 

that means support file metadata blocks can exist only inside some 

dataset metadata block.

• There may be any number of support files for a dataset.

• Support files may be referenced by different datasets
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Figure 4a-D-2
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Figure 4a-D-3
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Figure 4a-D-4
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The proposal
• Add information that indicates that the support file discovery metadata 

is referenced by dataset discovery metadata.

• Making it a reference is probably simpler for implementations, as well 

as more flexible.
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2 – Camel case code for listed values

• Path to balance:

• ISO 191xx customary form for enumerations and codelists (which uses alpha 
codes) and also XML encodings’ need for human-friendly encodings on the 
one hand

• the ISO 8211 format’s use of numeric codes on the other.

• Use of only numeric codes in XML formats would greatly increase 
the effort needed to create datasets and require custom tools rather 
than off-the-shelf software.

• Alpha codes can be used as keys in dictionaries almost as 
conveniently as numeric codes. The standard ISO 19115-3 
metadata schemas distributed by ISO already includes a dictionary 
format in which the codelists in the ISO 19115-x standards are 
encoded (using the codelists in the ISO UML models).
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Proposed changes to feature catalogue and GML 

encoding
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